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We're slowest or the year for train
collectors. There shows, connections,

turning up on internet,
of us continue to scout hidden corridors

turn up v^ri nice* Or not
exceptional but nevertheless an item that we looking
for to a of our collections. That brings me to
something 1 on internet lately. I cruising through
on ebay noticed an item that had bid on several times

just to section* (This how many of us
actually out there looking unlike in days of old,) It what

to be large 12 piece military boxed set.
this comparison how things have in past 10-
15 years* larage military is comprised of 500 engine

tender, gondola with ammunition load and cardboard insert,
troop observation, searchlight, airplane with flat car, troop
truck with canopy flatcar, tank with flatcar, radio car with
square antenna, and any combination of three gun cars (out of
possible 4 cars). Many included tin and maybe a
tent or two, airplane could be any of colors

usually either all OD or common
with plain tin turret*

The first I like this at St* Louis Train
Collectors Association convention several years ago* This set

canopy for the truck contained a white airplane load
in while in perfect condition n very

nice condition* price at 1200*00 dollars
and I correctly it a firm price*

Now while the description I am about to give several years
later, I must say that on day three of the auction.

This already at 1145.00 dollars and the quality of
the excellent but there a few downs, Let me
describe here,

First let me tell you about good things* The Engine
clean nice tender 500 with black
top, the other cars mostly very clean with a total of only
eleven cars* The truck had no canopy which is worth a good
100.00 bill to me, gondola no load and both truck and
airplane looked to be repainted, the airplane was most
common red.

In today's market, frankly, it may be all a person find
and all-in-all this very clean, but when 1
days I to always reflect on good fole days when a C9 1/2
set at what we thought extremely expensive today's
hohum is more so,

This issue holds many interesting stories pictures
thouqhts so don't miss anything, in your stories and what
you are finding and with your collecting friends all across
North America and three foreign countries,
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The HO
by

of the of Marx for ine, as an individual
as a curator, is what referred to for years as ^the

of the story**I fond of HO
arc with the #6434 Overhead accessory, Few, however,

it can REALLY do*

ta August of 1991 f I had the of interviewing Ray Hubiak, who worked in
the Girard for 41 of in the Research

the #6434, And a few to light when we
the

Much to my Ray informed me that Marx had the operating of an
ACTUAL shipped to the plant for study! This not

in the R & D work for the up the
but when it came to the accessory the bulbs

the delicate plastic structure. a
on of tfee larger O items* R & D worker, Willie

up a low bulb which only PART of the current
it v

The the mention the a
don*t describe the other that Mr,

to the In his "If you this just for one you the
so it would look right" In other words, the position

of the be

The the be lowered pivoted out of the way*
Then the be out of place, carefully moved to another location.

In way, just the two light housings included on the
SEVEN distinct can be set up! And all of them

be WORKING with the still functioning

Why to in any of the literature on the
is not Ray Hwbtak never left Chidden", He felt
it to a the to

to the

What features lie to be in
trains? Who knows? will no be found out while will

a forever, has at us to of

1 to your comments, addiiions, for get to
I can be vim at Mte^I^v An.d_Tliin_.cgm , or the at:

The Kruger Toy & Train
144
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Photo #1: The Marx HO #6434 Overhead Block Signal with two
original boxes. Note that the boxes are two different sizes. The smaller
is labeled #6434, while the larger is #6434-A. There apparently was no
difference in their contents.

J

Photo #2: The underside of the Marx HO #6434 signal. Note that one
of the connector plates has been rotated out of the way and the light
housing has been detached to show how this would work.



<

Photo #3: The #6434 signal arranged to have one light housing facing
each direction on the outer two of the three track bays.

Photo #4: The #6434 signil arranged to have two light housings facing
the same direction on ADJOINING tracks.
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1. Control Section of track connections
as indicated in below,

ACCESSORY

CONTROL

ACCESSOR?

2, The are to the V " al ^prijv
on the of the target unit, ^nd ui "* t pta-r %*. .̂  ag
in cither direction,

3* To replace bulbs remove target unit, slide br«*ss cuatactc to one

4* To replace red bulb use Marx X-569F, ^een bulb M-*rx X^SoQE, 01
equivalent.

MADE IN U. S, A. iY

L O U I S M A R X & C O , I N C ,
200 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK, N, Y., U. S, A,

All Inquiries regarding repairs or service should b& addressed to

Service Division

GIRARD, PA,

#1: A the
#6434 so some lettering is unclean



tracks,

Outer tracks, opposite #2

direction, #1

Adjacent #2

-0- Adjacent tracks,opposite directions^ 1

#2: The seveo different which are possible
on the Marx #6434 signal

REAL PUN /
REAL RAILROAD Wtil§Tl C SI6NALS/

The Whistle shown below are illustrated by

"0" for short ***** for sounds:

Sound

fa) o
(b) - -
(c) • o o o
(d) - - - -

m - - -
Cg) oo
(h) ooo
fj) 0 0 0 0

Indication

Stop
Proceed
Flagman go back
Flagman re turn from
or wesl
Fiiigtium return from north
or
When running, train parted
Answer to
When train is
CaJ] for signals

IndicatJGS

(n) - Q Acknowledgment of
signal

(o) o - Second engine of double
header lake conlro! of air
brakes

(n) o o o o - Fire alarm, to call attention
of to ire

(q) - - o Rear engine man lake
(r) Succession of Alarm for or

short sounds on the irack

Run Y o u r With These Authentic Whistle

MADE IN IL S, A,
BY

LOUIS MARX & CO,
H NEW YORK,
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591

from to from to
Motor: windup} 2 reversing, non-reversing, reduction,

boiler front on &
on electric, with switches in 1957! 58 & 60

Wards, non had screw on boiler Wards 1955, headlight on
electrics.

Wards:
1953: / no with

siderods,
1954: with &
1955: without
1956: without
1957: battery with & without siderods.

&
1959: with &

&

1953: / windup
1954: /

2
1955: &

with
1956: windup with

1957:
1958: windup without without

and 613 the the?" and
6" cars.

Gary's Marx Train Video is for improved, Two
Low out of focus, one man on Joytine,

Ml0,000, Armyf and Marx, plus odd sets and
$17.50 post Box 143S Ma 58757.

Wanted: N u m b e r series cars for KCB Cabooses, 6" Fruit Growers
reefers , and Pacemaker 6" boxca r s , Also need parts and pieces to
complete English sets, like green engine , red tender and
L i n k set* In "regular product ion 1 1 s t u f f I need a red 6" log
car, a 994 style engine and tender in red, and an ext ra 6" f l a t
for a #5 tank in OD . Claussen, 7 4 7 5 E, St, Hwy . ¥Yf Spring-
field i MO 6 5 8 0 2 , 1 -417 -866 -1068 fax at same number or emai l
at l o L i i s m a r x I w o r l d n e t ,att . .
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the that is the It
was first and until the mid It thru

and in 5 The first is known to the community as the
This had a that you see thru the

The the faithful four with ten and a
pickup. It had two trucks, making it a 2-4-2

configuration.
The had in, the to be

The still with horizontal the top and
bottom. This is known as the Closed Spoke It the motor, of

are very hard to find.
The third style's pilot is flat with a row of rivits across the top and

This body is postwar, and came with the ten
motor, and the with one pickup motor, It could be

as the Flat Pilot body No common name has usually given to
last are not normally

The forth is probably a completely mold, rather than just modifying
the old The smokestack is open, the rivits under the cab and the In USA
on the back of the cab floor, are now smaller, is a drip at the of
the are on the that the The

that is is the pilot, It still is flat (no but has bars
across the top and with rivits. This one is probably the most prolific and
run of any of and be Flat with

The fifth and last in US is the as the but the
from the to the of the This

the double reduction with front pilot wheels either stamped or This
engine is found in some one pulling four wheel plastic cars, and may

in Canada. This last was in Mexico for Mexican
They removed the on the cab sides, but kept

the In USA on the cab floor, is was obvious,

-
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0-4-0 Gary

198:
AC, DC in red

Color: red
the and freight freight,

headlight

400: Sears 1952t Wards 1953
Motor: windup. reversible, non reversing, double reduction
Light: and without
Color: drab
Features: and reduction with puffer, in or

in

401: Aldens 1963 / smoke, 1968

Color:
puffer

490: 1962,
windup, non reversing, reduction, battery

and
Color: grey,

or
in or

of
198 light, not to flat surface,
400 in grey, time frame wrong,
400 with stripe, time frame wrong

The way to tell the a 400 and 490 in ads or
is the on the cab On the 400. it 1/2 the window,
on the 490t it is much shorter.

FERROCAR
PLASTI/WAR

PARA PILAS ELECTRICAS



The box car you spoke of in April issue is
St. Southwesten -90172. If you in
(Greenberg) book, this number Is skipped over. Mine is
only one to exist to date. I'll write an article
about it I obtained this very desirable piece*

picture enclosed is a rather unusual item not
everyday. I a lot of don't know about
it, I didn't, until about 6 or 7 ago.

ago, in restaurant's parlor cars, when you
a cup of coffee, you were served in a miniature

milk bottle, With a cardboard top, I Louis
if you going to run his trains, you should
out of a container using the "Marx11 cardboard cover, I have
a couple of neat little creamers, They pt up
with lid very often so keep your peeled

with cream compliments of Louis Marx!

John Torgerson

John we would love to an article about your
box car. I have one other and I also a box full
of other in different colors*

The only cream bottles I have seen are loads in various
sized truck and trailers produced through from as
early as the early 1930's. Jim norton a couple of

found at a toy show or flea market, 1 believe they
Included in many different situations through years

but as all other cheap small pieces were rhe first lost
broken or thrown away. John thanks and itfs always to

from you*

In your to John Torgerson in the April issue, you a green 6"
that to a friend. I I can on it- I it is a

brown car,
When I fim started collecting in 1987, a dealer, who a very
me a box full of 6" for a couple of dollars In it was a 6 f '

boxcar. He he had never and didn't know what it
I took it to TCA meets and all the Marx collectors I could find, no one



had ever seen one. Our only clue was the tabs brownish but the
was very even over the car A of years !ater,Tfbun

on it's side at a train I it up and it over, the
side was brown, I put it back thinking 'Why would want this^1 Now I know

why and I wish I had it, Karl Wandry also has a boxcar, but it has little
brown in it, supporting the brown theory.

A few years ago, I the base of mine OD and put it in my Army train,
THAT will the of a collector!

Ken Albers

John Torgersorfs on of
in 34 of with Mane me Larry Jensen
much the in Chapter II, ('Three-sixteenths")

in Volume 2 of Greenbacks Guide to Marx Trains:

in and car are not
but in the car's production, as

their Time and the
color, if you to many of the

color car from dark to light it be difficult to discern a color
two cars. Yet the first car is obviously many

in the fast," 23, 1990
is a in the one has a

of with a the
of the windows,

Al

Gary

"Allen in the last With Marx that we can Bay Never1

the Marx has 1 that as a
the as Trains that for

350 with any of the following: #1, 3/16" #2, 8
#3, the terminal, #4,

#21, or #5, the unit a

Or, an E8 with #1, #2} motor, #3, 201
or #4?

1 feel in that the can not be,
of the and

of the of can fun
this are up

are not but are
rearranging,



I the as not but be
Valley, or red or and UTLX

or the on or six inch the
of the are not

that can be but not
for production?

34 and now I offense at part of your
Well, not really offense but an question: why did you

exclude my in the O'Brien books?

I am not of any in the current #5 Edition - #4 had an
obvious typo for the value of the Bunny Train and of the the

had - but not accurate? No one has or
with any corrections, At my photos in O'Brien's had a connotation
the up and not original MARX production.

I do Jhat the Rev, VoL3 of the
is wonderful and a help to all MARX Vol.1 & 2 are
also although Eric has not involved for years,

the are a help.
are (like Trolley in

34) but are or wishful thinking are a - they
should not be in print as down the road, they may "fact".

Oh, in all of your haven't figured it out yet, the values in O'Brien
(for MARX) are "buying" prices, not a selling, insurance, or ego amount,

1-1/2 and the
of they are not "accurate".

Anyway, apology in for this grievous oversight!

Richard L, MacNary

Richard, 1 apologize whole-heartedly. Your the
very f i rs t source that I had to for my train collecting
days, V was absolutely tickled to obtain any source to tell me
something about the about the t rains 1 looked for at every n.
1 collected without knowing anything about what I collecting.
You absolu te ly r i g h t , This a great a O U 1 -15 foi
collectors throughout the last two decades,- Who really Knows
what a piece will fetch on a given day 1 believe these are only
guides as tar as price goes*
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Black Switcher-Rare (no way)

I not be smartest guy in world as well you
can tell from reading what I write, but I have now a
black 588 switcher that is extremely rare* In all of my col-
lecting trains I only one In person and
now on internet I sell (7-8 years later) a
588 switcher. I would like to know how many of you out there

one* The two I both plastic knuckle coupler
front and 196Q-64ish appearence overall.

anyone know if this in a if so what
it? I don't think this be an aftermarket

put together because the knuckle Is too thick to slide through
the on the front of ingine. Both of the 588
have a. knuckle I believe the back that joins two
engines together be but not front one.

Is this only that a dummy from the factory?
Of this style switcher we have the York Central in black,
gray (couple of shades) and maroon* You the Illinois
Central, Rock Islajid, Lehigh Valley Cape Canaveral Express,
Then of we aftermarker style switchers*
If anybody out any style 588 switcher with
is to be an original factory production with
It. please us know.

Those of you who have ball toys or trains
feel to share with of us,

. Hi and the of Collecting With We all Ward's
and as two of the that toys and but I would
like to of the other that I have a # 408

In the box and on the box is the sticker. It is for $0,42 and has the
of Noah*s Ark, It also has like on the of the box

that is with the Noah's Ark and also "guaranteed
parts", "auto and "satisfaction or your back", I a #
410 in the box and it has the original tag, It is for $0,50 and has the

Brothers. I also a red and 547 car with
the on the The is $032 and the is
G.C Co, If any of you any information on I

you into so he can put in the I
of you etc, on or

to in so we can and possibly provide you with
on

you say to let you we are out My
bia are a on a flat ear; an gun car; and a 4 wheel, red

in a Pacific tender,



1967 ChelfordAve. Richmond Hts, Ohio 44143
(216) 738-0602 Fax (216) 738-0603

. trainpartsformarx. com

Our 40 Page Illustrated Parts Catalog is Available for $4,00

COLLECTING 'WITH
7475 E.St. Hwy. YY
Springfield, MO 65802


